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Mercedes-Benz Vito, CLA, CLA GLC, GLV, Vito, GLB, EQG, Actros, EK9, GLE V, GLE 500, SLK, SL and many others... Each vehicle model have a different pin code. Just enter first 4 chars of vehicle's model name and you will get a default pin codes. Please note, default pin code can be changed using an diagnostic

scanner. In this case you need to read EEPROM dump from Immo Box and calculate code by dump. To calculate immobilizer pin code by dump you need to locate and read (depend of car model and year): Volkswagen Beetle, Sharan, Coupe, Polo, Sagitar, Polo Touareg, Crafter, Polo Routan, Polo, Vento, Jetta, and many
others... Each vehicle model have a different pin code. Just enter first 4 chars of vehicle's model name and you will get a default pin codes. Please note, default pin code can be changed using an diagnostic scanner. In this case you need to read EEPROM dump from Immo Box and calculate code by dump. To calculate

immobilizer pin code by dump you need to locate and read (depend of car model and year): MG Rover, MG63, MG64, MG68, MGZS, MHZ, MHZ S, Outlander, MG XPress, Land Rover Freelander, LR3, LR4, LR5, Land Rover Discovery, LR1, LR2, Land Rover Discovery SE, LR4, LR5, Land Rover Evoque, LR7, LR8, LR9, Range
Rover Evoque, Range Rover Sport, Range Rover Discovery and others. All of vehicles have a unique pin code with more than a single digit on ICU label. Also some trim versions of each model can have a different pin code. The EKA code is calculated by default pin code and 2nd number from the left (2, 1, 2...). If the

default pin code is not applicable, you need to use a diagnostic scanner to read EEPROM dump from Immo Box or BCU. EKA pin codes can be changed using a scanner, for more info read EKA code generator cheat section.
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IMMO Code Reader is a software tool that will read a block of memory from a vehicle
part, such as a wheel, a trunk or an engine compartment. Read the block, show on the
screen and print all the PIN codes stored in this block. It can be run directly from a USB
port connected to a vehicle (Internal card reader, USB port, SD card reader, etc). IMMO

Code Writer is a software tool for the recovery, alteration and mapping of the
immobilizer (aka code) of vehicles. The program allows you to generate a previously

unknown PIN codes (from a previous backup of the car's data), carry out the generation
of new PIN codes and to find all the positions of immobilizer wires and cables. I-PAS
Immo Code Generator is an easy to use software to recover, generate and edit the

proper ECU code to activate the immobilizer.Also lets you test if the ECU ICM is
equipped or if it needs to be replaced. With this program you can edit the original

codes, generate the desired and the valid ones on your own. Its a tool for the recovery,
alteration and mapping of the immobilizer (aka code) of vehicles. The program allows
you to generate a previously unknown PIN codes (from a previous backup of the car's

data), carry out the generation of new PIN codes and to find all the positions of
immobilizer wires and cables. Mitsubishi Colt, Mirage, Magna, Carisma, Galant, Lancer,

Pajero, Outlander, Space Star, Eclipse, 3000GT, Montero, Shogun, Sigma, Space
Wagon, Magnum, Endeavor, Lancer Evolution, L400, Pinin, Diamante, Space Runner
and others... Each vehicle model have a different pin code. Just enter first 4 chars of
vehicle's model name and you will get a default pin codes. Please note, default pin

code can be changed using an diagnostic scanner. In this case you need to read
EEPROM dump from Immo Box and calculate code by dump. To calculate immobilizer

pin code by dump you need to locate and read (depend of car model and year):
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